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Quickies: Lust No Author Details Hent PDF In this collection of sexy tales, ten women reveal all. Nothing is
out of bounds and passion is pushed to its very limit. Midas - long-distance love with a twist, as a lover's gift
ensures his partner can still enjoy him while he's overseasHire Love - Hannah hires a male escort for a high-
powered work party, but it turns into more than a simple business transactionSucker Punch - Carrie falls for a
boxer that she sees on TV; and finds that he more than lives up to her expectations in the fleshAlways the
Bridesmaid - the night before Polly's wedding, she shares the bridal suite with her best friend Sammy, and

sees her bridesmaid in a whole new light...The Mistress's Apprentice - Tina discovers how thrilling power can
be when she finds herself working in a place where submission and domination are all in a day's workThe
HItcher - Alice and Paul's erotic encounter with a young hitchhiker turns into the ride of a lifetimeThe
Diagnosis - at a fancy dress party, strangers Jay and Leila play 'doctors and nurses' adult-styleWindow

Shopping - a shared fantasy of sex in public is made real when Bethany and Max take a big risk...El Ritmo
del Noche - at a fiesta on holiday in Spain, Helen finds out that even the prissiest English girl needs a little

Latin in herGoing, Going, Gone - businesswoman Abigail sells her body to the highest bidder, and is ready to
submit to whatever pleasures - and pains - are on offer...With private indulgences stripped bare for all to see,

Quickies: Lust ensures that nothing remains a secret any more.
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that she sees on TV; and finds that he more than lives up to her
expectations in the fleshAlways the Bridesmaid - the night before
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Mistress's Apprentice - Tina discovers how thrilling power can be
when she finds herself working in a place where submission and
domination are all in a day's workThe HItcher - Alice and Paul's
erotic encounter with a young hitchhiker turns into the ride of a
lifetimeThe Diagnosis - at a fancy dress party, strangers Jay and
Leila play 'doctors and nurses' adult-styleWindow Shopping - a

shared fantasy of sex in public is made real when Bethany and Max
take a big risk...El Ritmo del Noche - at a fiesta on holiday in Spain,
Helen finds out that even the prissiest English girl needs a little Latin
in herGoing, Going, Gone - businesswoman Abigail sells her body to
the highest bidder, and is ready to submit to whatever pleasures - and
pains - are on offer...With private indulgences stripped bare for all to
see, Quickies: Lust ensures that nothing remains a secret any more.
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